What is CSS?

Cascading Style Sheets (CSS) is a simple mechanism for adding style (e.g., fonts, colors, spacing) to Web documents. Learn more about CSS and how to use it for your website.

The CSS Working Group is responsible for standardizing CSS and developing the W3C CSS You can join the conversation and contribute to the future of style.

**What's New**

- 2007-10-16 Last Call CSS Mobile Profile 2.0
- 2007-10-16 Working Draft: Enhanced Extensions to CSS
- 2007-09-05 Working Draft: CSS Grid Layout Module Level 2
- 2007-09-04 Working Draft: CSS Box Select Module
- 2007-09-04 Working draft: CSS Advanced Layout module
- 2007-07-19 Candidate Recommendation: Cascading Style Sheets, level 3
- 2007-05-16 Working Draft: CSS capsules: Generated Content or Page-Meta

**The World of CSS**

- 2007-10-21 Kari Kaste released the 1.0 beta version of CSSEZ, an online CSS compiler tool that has many layout templates, background image render, and other features. Request preview (Firefox, Internet Explorer, Netscape).
- 2007-10-08 For those who find the CSS grammar rules difficult to read, Sebastian Konig has made visual "railroad diagrams" of the syntax of CSS.
- 2007-10-08 Andy Clarke (graphics designer and member of the CSS working group) announced the "CSS Elements," a group of Web developers and designers who intend to expand and illustrate the various CSS modules as they are developed.
- 2007-09-05 Weiser again honored its first, self-published, online CSS level 1 course (already in June, but the announcement here got lost.)

**Contributors**

Bert Bos, CSS contact
Version one present a large introductory area at the top of the main page with modules underneath to allow access to the most recent Work Group activities and recent CSS content on the Web.

1. Fixed Header
   The header will remain fixed at the top of the browser window for quick navigation and search access. The header elements will stack as needed for narrower browser widths.

2. Language selection
   Users can switch to other languages to view the site.

3. Specifications Quick Links
   Provides the major links to the CSS specifications and profiles. This could be used instead for quick-links to testing pages or other important areas of the site.

4. Introduction
   Introductory text underneath that helps guide first time visitors.

5. What’s New
   Important news about the Work Group. This list will not contain general CSS information links anymore.

6. Current Work
   Overview and links to most recent status updates on Work Group projects.

7. The World of CSS
   Links to General CSS related articles and information not associated with the CSS WG site.

8. Footer
   Redundant navigation links and other “small print” info.
The World of CSS